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POLICY  
 

It is the policy of TPN Health Partners, LLC comply with federal laws and regulations, the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health Information Technology 
for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, enacted as part of the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, for the Minimum Necessary standard. 
 
The Use and Disclosure of PHI must be limited to the Minimum Necessary required to accomplish the 
intended purpose of the Use or Disclosure or request. TPN Health Partners, LLC shall make reasonable 
efforts to ensure that the Use, Disclosure, or request of Protected Health Information (PHI) is limited to 
the Minimum Necessary. 
 
Minimum Necessary is determined on a need-to-know basis, and is limited to the Health Information 
required to accomplish the intended purpose of the Use or Disclosure or request. CHI Entities shall make 
reasonable efforts to ensure that the Use, Disclosure or request of Protected Health Information (PHI) is 
limited to the Minimum Necessary.  
 
For Disclosures, the Minimum Necessary requirement does not apply to: 
  

• Disclosures to a provider for Treatment 
• Disclosures pursuant to an Authorization 
• Disclosures to the Individual 
• Disclosures made to U.S. Department of Health and Human Service (HHS) for compliance and 

enforcement purposes 
• Disclosures required by law and  
• The Uses or Disclosures required to comply with the federal privacy regulations. 

 
TPN Health Partners, LLC may not Use, Disclose or request an entire medical record from another 
Covered Entity unless Access to the entire medical record is specifically justified as the amount of 
information reasonably necessary to accomplish the purpose of the request, except where the record is 
shared between Covered Entities. 
 
PHI is confidential data and is to be Accessed by Workforce members only in performance of official 
duties. 
 
Prior to disclosing PHI, TPN Health Partners, LLC must verify the identity and authority of a person 
requesting PHI unless such is already known to TPN Health Partners, LLC.  This verification requirement 
does not apply to Disclosures made under the following exceptions (45 CFR 164.510): Facility Directory 
purposes, involvement in an Individual’s care, and disaster relief notification purposes. 
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DEFINITIONS 
   
Refer to the Privacy Glossary for definitions of the terms used in this Standard. 
 
 
PROCEDURES 

 
Minimum Necessary: Uses of PHI 
 

• TPN Health Partners, LLC identifies those persons or classes of persons in its Workforce who 
need Access to PHI to carry out their job responsibilities; and 

 
• For each person or class of persons, TPN Health Partners, LLC identifies the information to which 

Access is needed and any conditions appropriate to such Access. 
 
TPN Health Partners, LLC must make reasonable efforts to limit Access to PHI and use a role-based 
model to identify appropriate levels of Access to PHI. Where possible, TPN Health Partners, LLC must 
utilize technology to assist in restricting the flow of PHI, to account for how the PHI is used and shared, 
and to monitor the effectiveness of these practices. TPN Health Partners, LLC strives to reach an 
appropriate balance between Access to PHI required for Treatment, Payment, and Health Care Operations 
(TPO) and maintaining the Individual’s Privacy. 
 
Minimum Necessary: Disclosures of PHI 
 
For Disclosures made on a routine or recurring basis, TPN Health Partners, LLC implements standards 
and procedures that limit the PHI Disclosed to the amount reasonably necessary to achieve the purpose of 
the Disclosure. This may include the development of standard Disclosure protocols (i.e., specific agencies 
or request type).  Examples of routine or recurring Disclosures include, but are not limited to: public health 
(e.g., child immunizations) and registry reporting (e.g., cancer and trauma). 
 
For all non-routine or non-recurring requests for Disclosure, a case-by-case review and determination is 
required to limit the PHI disclosed to what is reasonably necessary to achieve the purpose of the 
Disclosure. TPN Health Partners, LLC develops criteria designed to guide the case-by-case review to 
ensure that only the information that is reasonably necessary to achieve the purpose of the Disclosure is 
disclosed. 
 
When TPN Health Partners, LLC receives a request for Disclosure of PHI, the Workforce member is 
responsible for determining the purpose of the Disclosure and validating the identity and the authority of 
the requester to ensure the request is valid and appropriate.  The Workforce member is responsible for 
reviewing the Designated Record Set to identify the information requested and to limit the information to 
be disclosed to what is reasonably necessary to accomplish the purpose of the request. 
 
If the document(s) identified includes more than the minimum information necessary to meet the purpose 
of the request, the Workforce member may: 
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• Request an additional Authorization, 
 
• Redact or remove information outside of the Minimum Necessary, or 

 
• Provide a written narrative summary. 

 
The Workforce member prepares the documents for Disclosure following release of information 
procedures, including redaction, reproduction/transfer of PHI, logging of the request and Disclosure, and 
appropriately charging for the Disclosure of the information. 
 
For non-routine Disclosures to external parties, TPN Health Partners, LLC uses criteria designed to limit 
Disclosures of PHI to that which is reasonably necessary to accomplish the purpose for which the request 
is made.  TPN Health Partners, LLC Workforce member reviews non-routine requests for PHI on a case-
by-case basis. 
 
TPN Health Partners, LLC may rely, if such reliance is reasonable under the circumstances, on a requested 
Disclosure as the Minimum Necessary for the stated purpose when: 
 

• making Disclosures to certain public officials,  
• the information is requested by another Covered Entity;  
• the information is requested by a member of TPN Health Partners, LLC’s Workforce or a Business 

Associate for the purpose of providing professional services; or  
• the requestor submits documentation or represents that the information is for an Institutional 

Review Board (IRB)-approved Research project. 
 
Minimum Necessary: CHI Requesting PHI 
 

• For requests that are routine and recurring, TPN Health Partners, LLC implements practices that 
limit the PHI requested to the amount reasonably necessary to carry out the purpose of the request.   

 
• For requests for PHI that are non-routine or non-recurring, TPN Health Partners, LLC uses the 

following criteria to limit the request for PHI to the information reasonably necessary to 
accomplish the purpose and reviews requests for Disclosure on a case-by-case basis: 

 
o Determine the purpose of the request; the information requested must be related directly to the 

stated purpose;  
o Verify that the minimum amount of data necessary to complete the request has been requested 

and that the purpose of the request could not be achieved by requesting de-identified 
information.  For example, the entire medical record shall be disclosed only if it is clearly 
demonstrated that each part of the medical record is related to the reason the request is being 
made.  To the extent possible, the request should be specific both as to the documents being 
requested and the applicable time period.  

 
TPN Health Partners, LLC retains discretion to make its own Minimum Necessary determination for 
Disclosures and to question the purpose of the request. 
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Verification Requirements 
 

• Conditions on Disclosures.  If the Disclosure is conditioned upon particular documents, 
statements, or representations, TPN Health Partners, LLC may rely upon such documents, 
statements or representations that reasonably appear to meet the applicable requirements. 

 
• Identity and Authority of Public Officials.  When verifying the identity of a public official or a 

person acting on behalf of the public official, TPN Health Partners, LLC may rely upon the 
presentation of a badge or other official credentials or proof of government status.  If the request 
is in writing, TPN Health Partners, LLC may rely upon the appropriate government letterhead or 
written statement, contract for services, memorandum of understanding, etc., that establishes the 
identity and authority of the public official or the person acting on his/her behalf. 
 

• Documents Pursuant to Legal Process.  Requests for Disclosures by warrant, subpoena, order, 
or other legal process are presumed to constitute legal authority under these verification 
requirements.  

 
 
 
REFERENCES 
 

• 45 CFR Section 164.502(a)(1) (“Permitted uses and disclosures”) 
• 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164; Section 164.502(b) (“Uses & Disclosure of Protected Health 

Information–Minimum Necessary”) 
• 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164; Section 164.514(d) (“Other Requirements Relating To Uses & 

Disclosures Of Protected Health Information – Minimum Necessary”) 
• 45 CFR Section 164.514(h) (“Verification Requirements”) 
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